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Local Spotlight

Sadiq Khan - this name is known to London’s
populace, but today it has become a milestone
and a symbol of tolerance and acceptance of

diversity in the British society. It’s worth talking about
his achievement, as we do not know a lot about toler-
ance here in the Arab world, which is torn apart by
sectarian violence between its peoples, where many
die every day because of ignorance and intolerance.

Sadiq Aman Khan is a British politician who was
recently elected as the new mayor of London. He was
an MP for Tooting from 2005 to 2016. Khan’s election
was an event that occupied headlines internationally.
Khan was elected as mayor during a difficult time for
Muslim communities living in the West, with the
spread of the manifestations of extremism and terror-
ist attacks. Khan’s vision for London is crystal clear. He
said and I quote: “I want all Londoners to have the
same opportunities that our city gave me: A home
they can afford, a high-skilled job with decent pay, an
affordable and modern transport system and a safe,
clean and healthy environment.”

Khan won as a Labour candidate after defeating his
Conservative rival, millionaire Zac Goldsmith, to
become the first Muslim in Europe to assume this posi-
tion. Opponents of Khan waged an intimidation cam-
paign against him and used his Pakistani origins and
his Muslim religion to turn voters away. But a few
years back, Khan was criticized by the Conservatives
after verbally announcing his support for gay mar-
riage, and voting in favor of gay marriage in 2013. 

Khan is bold and sincere in the expression of his
positions compared to a lot of politicians today. The
Conservative party fueled Islamophobia to prevent
Khan from winning. Obviously, it did not work.
London has a quality of pluralism and coexistence
with a lot of origins, beliefs and roots, from Anglo-
Saxon to many others, especially Indian and Pakistani.
Electing Khan is a strong message in the face of
European extremism, which worked to scare people
and intimidate them from all Muslims.

Ironically, while London chose Sadiq Khan as may-
or, Washington is facing the prospect of Donald
Trump winning the US presidential election after a few
months. The first conclusion is that London is more
open and tolerant than Washington, and if the United
States elects Trump as president, it will lose the last bit
of trust and respect in front of the Arab world.

It is true that Khan’s victory will not eliminate
Islamophobia in the British political scene completely,
like the victory of US President Barack Obama did not
lessen racism in the US, but it gives a moment of hope
that proves to Muslims in Britain that they can succeed
against all odds. London as a city is confronting sever-
al urgent problems, as the population rose by nearly
900,000 people in eight years to reach 8.6 million, with
high housing prices, an overcrowded transport system
and pollution.

Regardless of the race and religion, Khan won the
mayoral election by a landslide. He has the qualifica-
tions and the opportunity to talk to everyone with
understanding and openness. 

A show of tolerance
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In my view
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In our modern age, violence is loud, all around us proudly
appearing in the forms of road rage, political injustices, or
more clearly as terrorism. And at times its much closer to

home, in the form of domestic violence. 
There are different reasons offered up for its causes:

Biologists claim the possibility of viruses effecting the nerv-
ous system, psychologists believe it’s caused by a desire to
assert dominance, physiologists may consider it the polar
ups and downs of steroidal hormones. 

Firstly, what is violence?  Dictionaries contains various
definitions for this behavioral phenomenon. All are capsulat-
ed in the meaning of ill treatment, whether verbally or phys-
ically. Moreover, it has almost endless forms, such as politi-
cal violence or even academic violence. Violence on the
helpless maids jailed in the houses of strangers, or on the
clueless animals and pets caged by humanity. Our belief sys-
tem prohibited violence even on plants, so why is violence
against humans widespread among us?  

Violence is injected into the psyche from cartoons, action
movies, horror scenes, twisted crimes, video games that
rewards, with high scores,  the player who committed  the
larger number of kills to his opponents. The modern age
philosopher, Salman Al-Odah wrote his best seller
(Questions on Violence), as an Islamic sheikh most of trou-
bled spouses and children seek his advice on how to morally

handle their tribulations with their unjust family members.
For fifteen years he has accumulated all these troubles from
our  environment, an environment that did not embrace
psychotherapy over Islamic methods of relief. 

The sheikh poured all these deep problems in his book.
He found that the most wide spread kind of violence is not
terrorism, and it’s the kind that lays not on battlefields but
rather under one’s own roofs. It’s also the most taboo kind,
it’s our Pandora’s box. Who are the victims?  Will they them-
selves be the  aggressors in the future? Is it endless? As a vic-
tim, how to fight the vicious cycle itself? Why the silence on
domestic violence? 

Awareness is the only path. People do not want to
expose their weakness, they fear gossip and how it swells
uncontrollably, also it is believed to be as a private personal
matter that ought to be hidden as much as possible from
the merciless eyes and ears of the rest of society. The victims
are mostly wives or children. Talking about it openly is
feared as it might stain a family’s reputation, sisters of the
wife may not get married. Bringing abuse to light could also
ignite court cases to forever archive clashes between
branches of a family tree or cause other social complications
and difficulties. Victims are getting further away from treat-
ment in this time of need for treatment. This is a wound. It’s
time to treat it. 

Stop the silence on domestic violence

A minaret rises from a
mosque in Kuwait. The
minaret is an architectural
structure typically
attached to or near a
mosque that is used by the
muezzin to call the faithful
to prayer. It is generally a
tall spire with a conical
shaped top and a balcony
or staircase leading to a
small platform. 
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